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Google is not helping you at all please doing the exact opposite! I used Is Google making 

us stupid?”(Source A) An article by Nicholas Carr, and “ Google fact is technology making us 

stupid?” (Source B) an article by Genevieve Roberts and an infographic. Google is one of the 

most famous and biggest search engines out today with a goal reaching 1 Google results and 

Google is a reliable source and you can find information that you need in just one click. I say 

Google is making us stupid by making more distractions, worsening our memorization, and 

giving us false information. 

To begin with, Google can be a huge distraction. Google has many other little things 

roaming on your screen. As talked and Resource (A) “If we’re distracted we understand less, 

Remember less, and  learn less”.  this can be caused by add links to games etc…..  I know this 

from experience on Google. they're also apps like Hangouts or games that you have installed and 

you're eager to click on the game or message as I said this happens to me. This affects your 

intelligence by making you more distracted not pay attention of what you're supposed to do or 

research on Google. Also in (Resource A) it states “The net bombard us with messages and other 

bits of data, and every one of those interruptions and breaks our train of thought”. It’s not just 
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outside of the words reading in the Internet it's the thing you search up as well, you can have 

extra info that you don't need and just is distracting you and your thoughts. They're also maybe 

clickbait or some feature that interrupts you, this is one reason Google's making us more stupid.  

Secondly, memorization is weakened by Google and some of the features that it has. 

according to (Resource B) “Our Brain  relies on the internet for memory and much same way 

that they rely on the memory of a friend, family member or co-worker”.This can cause for 

problems because if the people or as I said using Google tools are gone  the brain relies on it and 

we would be most likely lost and I've experienced this myself. It’s like telling yourself  ehhh I 

can just come back later and see what it is because I have a bookmark on Google on the page 

anyway,And this is a really bad habit to get into. As also said in (Resource B “ The Kaspersky 

lab concludes we don't commit data to memory because of the “ Google effect” we’re safe in the 

knowledge that answers are just a click away and they're happy to treat the web like an extension 

to our own memory”. like I said before this is a bad habit and leads us to easily forget things and 

technically not be so independent mindwise. Adding the internet as your own attention to your 

mind doesn't help me at all when it actually isn't part of your memory so depending if something 

is not dependable. This is another very important reason why Google is indeed making us less 

intelligent. 

Last but not least, false information given can really good your mind the wrong 

information and ruin your intelligence or the knowledge of knowing that topic. As claimed in 

(Resource C) “The internet is filled with incorrect information,Which may lead to being 

misinformed”. This is really bad and instead  of information that you need  you’ll see  the wrong 

information and put that in your homework or on your work and more important in your 
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mind/brain. fossil discount impact your smartness and your grades and your knowledge. As said 

in (Resource C) “with  internet access everything is a click away when we don't know something 

to turn on your computer to rectify the situation”.If You recertify new computer and you're like 

okay I got the answer  but the answer is wrong this can sometimes be embarrassing as it 

happened once my friend in language arts while he was presenting a project and got wrong info 

off the internet. 

In conclusion, Google is still making stupid with the distractions Google 

causes,worsening your memorization, and giving you wrong information.Is significance is that 

Google supposed to help you but it does the opposite. Another thing is that Google is one of the 

most used search engines and should be more trustworthy. but oh well the next time you get on 

Google check if the info is right and you  have memorized the information while not getting 

distracted. 

 


